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Paul Simon Brings His Faltering Campaign to Law School
By Robert Goldber g
Sporting his trademark bow tie and
stressing his campaign of compassion, Sen.
Paul Simon arrived at the Law School Friday,
exhorting an enthusiastic crowd to contribute
"more to the law th an simply using it as a tool
to make a Jiving."
The Dlinois Democrat, whose Thursday
appearance was prevented by airport fog,
emphasized the importance of "basic civil
liberties protection." Simon cited three historical examples of outrageous civil-rights
invasions where lawyers stood by silently: the
mtemment of 130,000 Japanese Americans
during World War II; the mob killing ofElijah
Lovejoy, an anti-slavery newspaper editor;
and the mob murder of Robert Progger, a poor

German American. And in each case, Simon
asked, "Where were the lawyers?"
The crowd of about 200 interrup ted
Simon's 22-minu te speech several times with
applause and offered standing ovations at the
beginning and end of his appearance.
Simon, a former newspaper editor who
continues to wdte a weekly column, also
stressed education, a centerpiece of his campaign: "We are going to have to make a priorityofeducation in this country." There are 23
million functionally illiterate Americans,
Simon said, ranking the United States 49th in
literacy. "Of course we can do better," Simon
said.
Responding to audience amusement at
his observation that America's foreign service

does not require employees to k now a foreign
language, Simon kidded, "You laugh, you
should be crying."
Simon said he supports direct educationa! grants .over student loans, which he
claims are more expensive because of the
subsidized interest and the astronomical default rate (1.6 billion dollars this year). And
with some respectful reluctance, Simon dedared, "We need more good elementaryschool teachers in this country than we do
good lawyers."
As for anns control, Simon criticized
"piling up weapons endlessly," advocating
instead a "move back from the edge of the
cliff." Simon told the story of the recent
accidental 6ring- resulting from a dropped

wrench -of a nuclear-tipped Titan missile in
the Arkansas woods. The explosive power in
this warhead, which inexplicably did not
detonate, is nearly five times all the bombs
dropped in WW Il (including Hiroshima and
Nagasaki), equivalent to the TNT loaded in a
train 2,700 miles long. America must "move
toward a world where we have a chance of
surviving,• Simon said.
Addressing the shortage of affordable
housing in this country, Simon stressed lowering interest rates (to increase the universe
of housing), direct government sponsorship of
low-income housing (which the Reagan administration h as cut 75 percent) and government no-loss guarantees to those who build
see SIMON page EIGHT
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Carr Wins LSSS Pres. Vote
Freeman Gets V-P; Fee, Flyback Prop osals Shot Down
By Jocko Knappmann
Danielle Carr easily outpol Jed fellow ex-rep. Brian Gearinger and was elected LSSS President-to-be last week. Carr's
popularity was in contrast to the ballot proposals on a fee
tncrease and flyback week, both of which were soundly
trounced.
"I am very pleased with the outcome of the election," Carr
stated. "l think the other student representatives elected will
be good people to work with so I'm looking forward to a
productive year."
The ballot proposal for an LSSS student activity fee
increase from $10 to $15 a semester lost 303-244. The flyback
week proposal, which would have Sl't aside a week dud ng the
fall without classes for students to visit firms, was defeated
363-186.
Lisa Freeman won the vice-presidential race, 312-146,
over Ben Ellenbogen. Secretary-elect Chris Adams beat
write-in candidate and RG staffPT Scott Gessler, 280-76.
Sanford Perl was elected Treasurer over another write-in

candidate, Laura Schacter, 263-102, with Alex Lieberman
getting 13 write-in votes. John A. Moore won a Lawyer's Club
Board of Governors with 317 votes, outdistancing Jon
Englunder's 17 votes.
The third-year rep. race, \vith no fil ed candidates, was
hotly contested. Dave Lutz (60) and John Sobel (56) squeaked
out seats. Other high vote-getters were Moira Dages (34
votes), John Bagby (29), and Ellie Seats (24). Joe Girardot
didn't want to win, ripped down posters Draft Joe G. people
were putting up, told everyone he didn't want to win, and still
managed to come in sixth with 16 votes. J ohn Raihala, who
put up the Girardot posters, received 13 backlash votes to
finish seventh.
The second-year race was equally contested, with Jennifer Warren and Pam Costascomingout winners tallying 124
and 117 votes respectively. Andrew Horne finished thir d with
86 votes.
The victors have already begun their tenns of office,
commencing at yesterday's meeting.
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LSSS
Election
Winners
President: Danielle Carr
Vice President: Lisa Freeman
Secretary: Chris Adams
Treasurer: Sanford Perl
Third Year Reps.: Dave Lutz
John Sobel
Second-Year Reps.: Pam Costas
J ennifer Warren
Lawyers Club Board of Governors:
John Moore
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Agenda Items - 1988
THE LSSS ELECTIONS have come and gone for
another year, and a new group of the law school's
finest will lead us into the brave new world of
1988-89. To mark this momentous occasion, the
Res Gestae would like to offer these individuals
congratulations on their election and some advice for the upcoming year.
The first item for the new Senate should be I~J~'I'!::;o.;
the establishment of budget priorities. The student tax was ra ised 50%in answer to the need of
"so many worthy projects that need funding". It
would be the height of hypocrisy to now conBy J ocko Knappma n n
tinue fundi ng in the current per centages. This
Something
in
the newspaper yesterday really has me
lhould not be interpret~d as saying that social
and
I
just
had to let all of you know about it.
steamed,
activities such as the parties or sporting tournaAt
Marquette
High
School in Marquett.e, Michigan, there
ments should be cut back. These events have
is a battle going on over who will be the class valedictorian
lhown themselves to be very popular. But the
come June. 'The principal, Joe Sullivan, is retiring after this
reuon for the tax increase is to fund organiza- year and would just like the whole thing to dte.
tional proJects. It would indeed be sad ifprofesRoxanne Larson has been declared by Sullivan the valelional and i nt~Uectually chaUenging events, dictorian, based on seven semesters of 4.0 average. She also
which enrich the law school community, were took one class at Northern Michigan University in advanced
curtailed to increase the death rate of brain cells. Spanish, getting an A, which did not count.
Brian Gill had a 3.93 g.p.a. He had a B in computer
The whole area of job recruitment cries for
the leadership of our elected representatives. language. However, Brian's father thinks he should be valeWhen self-righteous rogues can interrupt inter- dictorian. Marquette assigns "quality points• based nn class
views on campus, prohibiting the valid right of difficulty. Larson took nine four-point classes and two threeothers to find employment, more is need from the pointers, whtle Gill also had nine four-pointers, but took six
LSSS than the weak-knees displayed rece.:1tly. three-point classes.
"You have to know how to play the game to get the top
Further, when firms violated recruitment prac- honor: said Brian's mother. "Roxanne was aware ofthis. She
tices and asked female students blatantly sexist took only the number of classes necessary to maximize her
questions, the Senate issued bold words and grad~pointaverage . My son was penalized for trying to do the
little action. Concrete interaction with the best he possibly could.• Gill's father has complained to
Placement Office could produce positive results. Sullivan, other school officials, stage legislators, the Michigan
Heated proclamations serve only as confrontational hype and conscience salve.
The Senate could also use their revenues
from the video games more wisely. There has
been expressed interest in adding a billiards The Honorable Douglas W. Hillman, U.S. District
table to the Lawyer's Club Game Room. The Court, Western District of Michigan, will be at the
ping-pong table looks like a candidate for fire- law School on thursday, April 7 to interview 2nd
wood. Profits from the machines could be chan- year students interested in clerking for him beginneled into a fund to purchase these items. The ning in 1989. If interested, please stop by the
biUiards table could be coin-operated, thus pro- Placement Office as soon as possible.
viding another funding source for the room
while offering a desired recreation diversion.
Toxic Pollution in Ann Arbor - Monday, April 4;
FinaUy, though not lastly, the LSSS should 12:15 to 1:30 p.m. in the Lawyer's Club Lounge.
continue to work on the computer facilities in
Informal! unchtime discussion with Bob Reichel of
the Law School. Fighting for our computer fees
is not only laudable, it's what the Senate should the Michigan Attorney General's Office, Envirombe doing. Computer resources need to be ex- ental Protection Division. The AG's office is suing
panded, and LSSS efforts in this direction would Gelman Sciences, Inc. for causing large-scale
be a concrete service, one student governments groundwater conlamiatioo in Ann Arobr. Reichel
will discuss lhe case and prosecuting toxic polluexist for.

Musings on Marquette
Civil Rights Commission, and is threatening to sue.
Is that stupid or what?
One thing we students here \viii havo to a! ways be aware
of is that going to court. is nol always the right thing to do.
Brian has n !.enable argument, but it's his parents who seem
more upset. by the whole thing. And all over whether or not
they can say that their son is class valedictorian. "My son u;
being penalized fortryingto do the best he possiblycouJd•they
whine. ls he really. Let's face it, if he wanted to be
valedictorian tlu:rt bad, he shouldn't have gotten a B. If his
classes are better for him, then his reward will come in the
future when they help him deal with college or work or life in
general.
Being valedictonan ts an achievement to be sure, but ise
3.93 all that bad? The Gills seem to have forgotten that their
son did so well, or at least they didn't consider it enough of ac
accomplishment in and of itself. I was never valedictorian, OT
even remotely close, though I did kiss her once at a party, bu;
the pointofthis rambling sentence is that lcameoutall right,
more or less. Gill will not be scarred for life because somebody
got higher grades than him m high school. Brian learned a lot
from his classes, I hope, and
sure he'll do fine in life.
If only he can overcome his parents.

rm

NOTICES
tioo cases in Michigan. Sponsored by ELS.
The Hispanic Law Students Association, the In·
ternationallaw Society and the National lawyer.:
Guild present "Problems and Solutions in Central
America: The Arias Plan. Saturday, April9, 1988
from 12:30 to 5:00 p.m. in Room 116 HH.
The Campbell Moot Court Competition Final AIguments will take place Monday, Aprilll at 2:00
p.m. in room 100.
Baseball Cards For Sale: 1988 Topps and Sore sets
available at reasonable prices. Will buy old ca.rdE
at competivie prices. Call Paul at 763-0333 fo:
more information.

Demonstrators Justified in Protesting CIA
the Law School already bas a policy of excluding interviewers
To the E ditor:
In response to the RG's coverage of the CIA protest of who discriminate based on race or sex. The opportunity to
February 26, I wanted to express the position taken by the interview here is premised on an interviewer meeting some
National Lawyers Guild and to respond to some of the criti- s ubstantive standard of behavior which we as an institution
s et. The protesters were argui ng tha t an orga nization which
cism levelled at the organization.
Upon learning that the CIA intended to interview a t the commi ts the kind of human rights a nd international legal
Uruversity of Michigan Law School for the first time si nce violations t hat the CIA commits cannot meet th a t substanti ve
1982, the NLG decided to sponsor picketing and leafleting in s tandard.
opposition to CIA presence. We under stood tha t other orgaruWhile Mr. Pinn dis missed the protesters "characterizazations in the commuruty would also protest CIA presence, tion" of CIA activities as "a mistake," it is this iss ue which
and tha t their protest tactics might include dvil disobedie nce, needs to be explored and which cannot be avoided by falling
regardless of what the Guild decided to do. It was therefore back on the seemingly neutral position of condemning a wful
necessary to decide what our response would be. We con- protes ters for m aking noise a nd interferin g with t he "right" to
cluded that t he kind of ci vii disobedience which we anticipated interview. The Law School can find no "neutral" ground for
1and which occurred) was appropriat.e, and that, in the tradi- objecting U> such protests unless they say tha t there is never
tion of Guild support of civil disobedience on a ppropriate an instance where civil disobedience is an appropriate and
1ssues, we would support i ndividuals who chose to disobey propor tional response to outrageous h u man rights violations.
here.
In saying Uus, the Law School m ust say tha t Rosa Pa rks'
The participation of other community groups in the pro- decision to move to the front of the bus was illegitimat-e
:est underscores the fact that this is an issue which must be because it violated the law and the "rights" of whites to be
decided after an open debate on CIA ru:t1ons and the propriety separate from blacks. It must say that a civil rights protest
of CIA presence at the University. Far from controlling public without possession of the proper marching permit should be
deba te on this issue, the protesters argued that this was not condemned because it brea ks the Jaw and interferes wi t h the
a decision which could be made sub silentio, nor one in which "rights" of citizens to move a round town wi thout inconventhe Law School alone had an interest. Moreover, the protest ience. The Law School can certainly take this position, but i t
was based on the understanding that the availability of must accept the political mea rung of t he position. I must also
campus inter viewing opportunities 1s not a "right." The accept that what it is saying is ou tside our history of political
Cniversity could allow no i nterviewers on campus at all, a nd protest a nd outside of wha t court decisions have decided is

De:monstrators
Unjustified
To t h e Editor:
The Gang of Six who took time olrfrom the Mao Yout h
League to write a ri ngi ng endorsement of our Beach Boy Dean
gone native (letter March 16) can rt>st assured that t heir
collective letter \viii not be perceived as a defense of"Au thorlt}." But that is only because spineless capitulation to a chi chi
cause is not likely to be confused with nu thority, not because
:he wri ters' stance is particularly iconoclastic. As an aside,
this feigned courageous opposition to a uthority is fra nkly
1mtating to t rue iconoclasts, a nd the true iconoclasts in this
environment are conservatives. None of the writers hail from
West Point or even Uruve rsity of Chicago: precisely which
Incarna tion of "authority" h ns been oppressing the Young
Radicals' oon scious nesses?
Their school marm lecture on courtesy, restraint, and
process and chastisi ng of Mr . Pinn for dari ng to sugges t t hat
Ius interes t in interviewing with the C.I.A rose to the level of
a "'right" (a rather odd criticism coming from the people who
make t heir careers off the proliferation of "rights") could be
dlsmissed as your ga rden-variety law student pomposity
mept for the rhetorical twis t taken in the second half of the
letter . That's t he part wher e the erstwhile purely ea rnest
letter writers give the game a way by mentioning that- by the
way, we thi nk the C.I.A. is a terrorist orgaruzation that
probably shouldn't be allowed to recrui t here anyway. Oh,
well, big surprise that they have nothing but adula tion for the
D.-an's caving in to the protest~rs. But, really, we could have
done withou t the clisinge nuous lecture on humility and manners.
The remaini ng question is not obscured by self-righteous
bbthering about courtesy: Is anyone who s upports national
defense - defined as t he prot.ection of the free world as
opposed to the establishment of homosexual rap groups similarly enraptured with the Dean's conduct? That J doubt.
So the Beach Boy opted to side wi th the herd of individualists,
adjusting his Ray-Bans so as to eclipse those of us who favor
national defense. The Young Republicans a nd Federalist
Society are unlikely, al\er all, to be staging die-ins outside the
Dean's office. Congratulations to t he You ng Revolutiona ries,
your team won, but don't expect us to a pplaud this as a victory
for all in the name of "courtesy and restraint"
An n H. Coul ter

legitimate.
If the Law School decides that it does not intend to go this
far, then it must admit that it is taking a substantive position
- that CIA recruiting presence is not the kind of activity
which it believes merits such disobedience. But, this question
must be answered by an examination of what the CIA's
activities are. The CIA itself makes no attempt to deny i ts
illegal activities, and I, for one, have yet to see reports which
contradict t he extensive documenta tion of illegal CIA activities. The protesters were not cutti ng off free s peech on this
issue. They were asserting that would-be interviewees could
not control t he debate by claiming an objective right to interview and the inherent legitimacy of a gover nment agency.
Finally, the protesters recognize that the Law School had
and conti nues to have the power to call in the police and have
protesters arrested. Protester s were not claimi ng to have a
"right" to not be arrested. A requisite part of civil disobeclience
is t he recognition of this power and the willingness w risk
state sanction beca use you believe t hat it is necessary to resist
some greater harm. But, of course, the protesters are encouraged t hat the administration recogni ted the seriousness of the
issues involved a nd the minor nature of the violations being
committed. We believe that in light of these facts the admirustration made the appropria te response in choosing not U>
bring in the police.
Kris tin Vanden Berg, Co-chai r
National Lawyers Guild

Feds Talk About Porn, Free Speech
By Scott. Gessle r
Last Friday, students and professors saw University of
Texas Law School Professor Lino Graglia and Wayne State
University La w School Professor Robert Sedler debate the
topic "Are We Taking the First Amendment Too Seriously?"
The debate was moderated by Professor T.A. Aleirukoff and
s ponsored by the Federalis t Society. The debate was held in
room 250 and a t t.ended by almost 60 people.
Each professor spoke for a bout thirty mi nutes, then
ope ning up t he deba te to questions from t he a udience. Robert
Sedler s poke first, arguing for strong first amendment protection of pornography. He defined pornography as political
speech which should be protected regardless of the ha rm it
may cause. He declared it had the same functions as political
s peech; a dvanced the idea of sexual subordination, a ttempted
to convince and invite action, and had t he poss1bility of
changing atti tudes. "Like the Nazis m a rching and Skokie [IL]
and the Ku Klux Klan, pornography may cause h arm, but it is
a political idea nonetheless."
Sedler also argued against the idea that pornography
itself is a barrier to gender equality. According to Sedler, the
complete removal of pornography would make little or no
difference i n achieving gender equality; rather, the fundamental problem was societal subordination of women, of
which pornography is just one minor manifestation. He cited
differences in pay between the genders, the "feminization of
poverty," and the difficulty women still have i n maintairung
th eir right to an abortion. "Pornography is reflective of
society, not causative," he declared, "'t is patriarchy that
causes the real harm to women."
Following Sedler's presentation, Professor Li no Graglia
argued t hat protection of pornography had become too great,
looki ng at the issue from a historical perspective. Hie filled his
presentation with jokes and pithy remarks , receiving a good
a udience response. "Contemporary scholars believe that only
the Supreme Court can prevent the sile ncing of freedom of
speech," he said. To support this stateme nt he cited the fact
t hat until recen tly there was little, if any, protection of
pornography. He spoke about his childhood days in New York,
"where the nearest anyone could get to pornography was the
National ~agraphic," and how the postal office established a
simple standard which was effective but did not i nfringe upon

political speech. Graglia charac terized restrictions of pornography as some thing similar to the control of chemical s ubstances. He stated that pornography was a nything but rational.
Graglia combined this historical perspective with an
a ttack on the supreme court. He criticized the courts recent
intru sion into this a rea and then ridiculed the standards
supreme cour t jus tices have attempted to use to define obscenity. He cited one judges s tandard that requi red pornography
to "excite lustful thought." However, he continued saying th at
the lustful thought had to be "good, old-fashioned healthy sex,
as opposed to unhealthy lustful thought: Graglia ended this
a rgumen t by aski ng how either the Constitution or the Supreme Court make such distinctions. Following his presentation both he and Sedler answered questions from t he a udience.

Why I Went to Law
School
Continued from page ELEVEN
the fact that I am only one person. So is Ralph Nader.
Thank you for your prompt atten tion i n this matter.
This Jetter wasn't very confusing, had threats that
couldn't possibly be taken seriously, was n't intimidating, and
was onlyscarytothe extent that there was a living person out
there that would write it. It's saving grace, in my eyes, is that
it's obnoxious and is memora ble. rm sure that somewhere it
graces an employee bulletin board. What mor e could I ask for?
Well, a little action would be nice. You know, I still haven't received my @$*&S! cannister set, but abracadabra, I have a
reason for being in law school.
Now tha t I tell interviewers that I went to Jaw school to
improve my obnoxious letter wri ting, they ask "So why The
Uruversity of Michigan?" Caught out again. Nuts.
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THREE REASONS
WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE
INTENSIVE
1QUESTT9N
REVIEW: 0\·er eighteen hours of in-class

question ancuy!)i~ cy expP.rienced law school professors is an
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Professor Friedman Speaks to the Res Gestre
Friedman Charged
with Insensitivity,
Lack of Balance
"He's not sexist in the conventional
sense of the word," noted one student about
Professor Richard Friedman, "but he's very
much for the status quo." V.'hile several
students characterize him as insensitive, a
majority of those students whom the RG
spoke with would not characterize him as
sexist.
Those students who do take issue with
Friedman's views, however, point out that
their dissatisfaction began long before his
controversial final exam. According to 21
Laura Anderson, she confronted him last
<.enn aft~r a class discussiOn of a rape hypothetical where the student called on laughed
andjokedabouthisinability, when watching
sexual intercourse, to tell whether it's rape,
or consensual. Anderson told Friedman that.
she felt his laughter in response to this
remark was inappropriate and served to

By Lisa Batey
Last week, theRGpaid a visit with one of
the more controversial Visiting Professors,
Richard Friedman, and in our effon to introduce new faculty to the MLS came back with
this interview.

Q. Are you a native New Yorker?
A. Long Islander.

encourage such insensitive and thoughtless
statements. She also stressed that "it was
more inappropriate than usual", as it occurred shortly after the acquittal in the Ann
Arbor fraternity rape trial.
Anderson felt that her concerns were
just summarily dism issed by Friedman, a
feeling echoed by 21 Mike Berman, who
went to Friedman's office to discuss something he'd read about that trial. Berman
further found the fact that Friedman was
made an offer to join the faculty before the
end of the term, when student evaluations
are written, inexplicable.
The question of propriety and balance
has been raised this term in regard to class
discussion of the rape shield laws. Some
students feel that Friedman has not presented a balanced view of lhe topic, and that
his hypotheticals are unnecessarily titillating, c1ting a rape hypo where the parties are
named "D!gger" and "Virginia." Further,
although asked to provide a list of readings
presenting t.he opposing viewpoint, Friedman has not done so. Noted one student,
"the course is infused with standards he
VJews as objective, which aren't."

Q. So how do you like being in Michigan?
A. I enjoy the town very much. When I came

here, as a visitor, I was hoping that the faculty
would make me an otTer, and I wasn't certain
before I came out whether I would take il if
made. I knew that the school was a great
school, and it was just a question of-you
know, havi nggotten so uood over nine years to
living in New York-wht"ther I would be

happy in Ann Arbor. Within two weeks I said,
this is a great town.
Q. Are you not teaching Evidence again next
year?
A. No, I will be teaching Evidence. I'll be
teaching Civil Procedure in the fall, whichfve
never taught before. And I'll be repeating the
seminar fve been doing this term on the
Supreme Court of the 1930's. Then in winter
term, 111 be teaching Evidence, as a fourcredit course, and Antitrust.
Q. Is anti trust what you did when you worked
in the litigation department of Paul Weiss in
New York?
A. I did some antitrust. Also, as a clerk I
worked on one big antitrust opinion; and I've
wntten a couple of antitrust articles. It's
always been an activity of mine; it's always
been sort of like I have an antitrust minor.
Q. You clerked for Judge Irving Kaufman of
the Second Circuit. What kind of experience
was that?
A.
Jt was an exciting year. I had some
wonderful work to do. It was extraordinarily
challenging for me in many ways. I would not
hesitate to do it again. But it's no secret that
he's not the easiest man to work with.
Q. After teaching for five years at Cardozo
Law School in New York, what are the differences you see here at Michigan?
A. In general, the students here are stronger.
There are more people that write exams that
I'm pleased to see here than at Cardozo...the
school, in other ways, is stronger throughout.
On the Cardozo faculty, most of the active
faculty is quite young. There isn't the same

sense there of having a large body of people
who have achieved distinction and are now
further along in their careers. What that does
here is provide a very supportive environment
for a younger teacher; there are people in
their SO's and 60's, and even emeritus professors, who are very gracious, very good to give
advice.
In terms of facilities, Michigan is one of
the most a ppealing law schools physically in
the country, and it's a pleasure to come to
work every day...Financially, the school is set
up the way a great Jaw school should be set

(Ji course in Evidence is bound
to get grubby. And I wouldn't
want to feel that I should be
teaching a sanitized course."
UJ>-able to provide good support to the faculty.
...There's also eVldently a very strong
feeling for the school among the students, as
evidenced by the SFF campaign, which I find
very impressive.
There seem to be fewer distractlons for
students here than at Cardozo. There, a large
portion of the student body had to work 15-20
hou rs a week during school... The big dlstraction here is the interviewing process. Here
you just sign up and you get the Room 200
interviews, I gather, without any question.
And then most people get a load of Oybacks. I
see FRIED~IA.~ page EIGHT

DID YOU KNOW ?

'!Fie 'Barristers Society announces

tlie 41st !Jlnnua{

That one of the most serious toxic pollution shes in Michigan
is right here in Ann Arbor?
That it involves large-scale groundwater contaminauon
in the west side of Ann Arbor?
That the Michigan Anorney General's Office Is sumg the
polluter, Gelman Sciences, Inc., right now In Ann Arbor?
Learn morecome hea.r

Bob Reichel,

Yipri[ 1 ~ 1988

at tfie Michigan runion 'Ba[[room.

Assistant Attorney General, Ml Attorney General's Office.
UM Law grad. '80,
and lead counsel for the Attorney Generaltn the Gelman case,
in an mformal dtscusston on the case
and on prosecuting toxic polluuon cases in Mtchigan
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Friedman Speaks on Sensitive Exam
continued from page FIVE
have a sense that too many people do too much
of that.
Q. How much different is the interview process here from what you expenenced at Harvard? Has it changed a lot 1n ten years?
A. I think so. There seems to be a much
greater network of Information about law
firms than there was when I was in school.
When I was applying for firms, I remember
gmngdown the listofNew York and Washington firms and checkl:lg off all the firms that I
thought I'd henrd of, or all the firms that I
thought I'd heard of one of the partners. So, I
checked off Davis, Polk, because I knew that
was John W. Davis' firm, but I didn't checkoff
Cleary, Goltlieb because I'd never heard of
any of the men. That's how I went about
interviewing-It was a total blind shot, really.
'ow, r just thmk it's so geared up, and
people believe they know these fine-tuned
distmctions bt>tween all the law firms. I think
1t's a much luJ:(her pressure type of thmg.
Also, when I was there, the anticipation was
that you would not get a job aner the first year
at a law firm. Now the anticipation seems to
be that you will To the extent that students
have to for an Immediate financial need-if
they don't know how they're going to pay
tustion for next year-1 can't argue with it.
But beyond that, I would advise any student
that if )OU can get by without working for a
law firm the first summer, do it.
Q. So in terms of the time involved, or the
number of interviews that students are doing,
you think that's increased markedly since
your time at Harvard?
A. Boy, it sure seems to me that students are
doing more flying back than most of my classmates did.
Q. The LSSS is taking a ballot on whether the
students would want a Oyback week.
A. fve been very concerned about this. I
would very much like to see some kind of
flyback week. I expect my students to be
prepared for class. 1 don't think I can teach
the class nght if they're not prepared. During
the heat of the interviewing season, lots of
students were unprepared; I think that was
principally because of the pressure put on by
flybacks ...J had a lot of resistance and a lot of
complaints about my preparation policy. At
one point, when it got to be too many,l booted
a whole bunch of students out of the room.
That was executing a policy that I had long
announced.
I think the idea of n flyback week is
great. ...The problem is how you fit the tenn in
then .. .I've been thinking about this a lot, and
1 think the best idea might be to leave the
beginning and end of the term where they are,
so you have one fewer week, and then stretch
out class a little more, have an extra few
minutes of class.
I'm also concerned about two other aspects of scheduling. One is the five minutes
between classes, which makes it very difficult
at the beginning and end of classes-you tend
to lose a little time. Another problem is the
lack of any regular make-up hours, because if
you have to cancel class for sickness or any
other reason, it can be a real pain making up
the time.
Q. Downstairs, on the WLSA bulletin board,
you're figured prominently. I wondered if you
could explain what that's all about.
A. I gave an exam last term which featured a
child sex abuse problem. I'd read an article in
the New York Times-this is the third or
fourth time I've read an article in the paper

and said, 'hey, that would be a great exam
topic'. I looked at this and said, wow, this is,
first of all, an important question, it's something that obviously comes up in many cases;
it's a very real, serious tOpic. It raises many
important issues of proof. People are studying the idea of how you prove child sex abuse.
From an evidentiary point of view, it's a very
involving topic, one that really poses questions that you teach in the Evidence course in
glaring, serious, real form.
I spoke to one of the psychologists mentioned in the article, who spends a significant
portion of his time at some center in San
Francisco working on child abuse cases. 1
said, 'I'm doing an exam on this. What is the
type of evidence that you get that might be
indicative of child sex abuse?' We had a long
conversation, and I took down the information that he gave me of the type of things that
come up in cases. All the psychological and
physical e\idence on the exam was information that I got e1ther from the article or from
him.
I realized that, given the nature of the
problem, it was very important forme to av01d
any possibility of cuteness, any thought that
1 was treating it lightly. So, m fact, the first
sentence said, 'sorry, this is not a fun or
amusing problem.' So I gather that there are
some people who think I was bemg sensationalistic about it. But that is JU:.t dead wrong.
1 think this represents a real misunderstanding. 1 was trying to be very un-sensntionalistic and pose a real difficult, real serious problem. I would think that some people
would take the view that it's n good thmg to
d()-that it would be a worse thing to avoid 11
problem that's so serious.
Some people have raised a different ISSUe
which I think is a senous issue, which is this:
this is a very pervasive problem, in any group
of several hundred there are bound to be a
significant number of people who have had
some experience with it lcluld abuse), e1ther
they themselves were abused, or because 1t
happened in their family. Some people are
going to find it traumatic.
Now, there a response to that, which IS,
well that's pa.rtofwhat being a lawyer is, you
have to handle that. And what are you gomg
to do in court, how are you going to handle it
in real situations. fm not sure that's a complete response, because it is, after all, an hour
and a half exam, and it can throw people.
On the other hand, I have very grave
qualms about feeling that any question is so
serious, so pervasive, so real, that I can't
discuss it on an exam. That's a tough thing for
me to swallow.
So, I appreciate the criticism that have
been made about the choice of using this topic,
and fm not sure what I think about that now.
My inclination is to say that it shouldn't j ust
be struck from the area of possible exam
questions, but it's something I'd want to think
about more. If I were to do it again, I would
probably warn people ahead of time thatwithout saying it's a child sex abuse problem-the subject matter is very graphic, very
disturbing, and perhaps even offensive to
some people. This doesn't do an awful lot, but
at least braces them.
That's the first note that was put up. The
second note was put up after the first day that
I s tarted talking about the rape shield laws in
class this term. This is a subject that Evi-

see P ROFESSOR page ELEVEN
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MLR, JLR Set Qualification s
continued from page ONE
vlllues (0, .1, .2, .3) which will be added to the
applicnnt's grade-point average to form an
augmented score. Those scoring 1n the lower
50 percent or who decide not to enter the
writing competition will receive a writing
score of zero. Grades will be weighted by thE>
number of credit hours and will be calculated
only for mandatory, non-elective first-year
courses (for the nt>w section, nll grades but
those in Legal Process will be included). Law
review will offer positions to applicants in
declining augmented grade-point a\erage
order until all positions are filed.
Finally, a number of members will be
selected on the basis of an affirmative action
program designed to insure the same percentage of mmorities on law review staff as mi·
norities in the Law School. The application
form Will request applicants to designate affirmative-action eligibility, which includes
Blacks, Mexican Americans, Naove Amencans and Puerto Ricans raised on the Amencan mainland in accordance with the Law
School's affirmative action program. Positions will not be offered to applicants who
score a zero on the writing competition and
whose grades fall below a threshold to be
determined by the Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor.
In addition, law review will offer positions to transfer students who submit writing
samples in a separate writing competition of
quality equal to the top 10 percent of the firstyear competition. Second-year students will
receive consideration by submitting an original piece of writing to law review at any point
during their second year . If the submission is
determined to be within one dran of acceptance for publication by the editonn chiefand
managing editor, the student will be offered a
position on law review.
While The J ournal of Law Reform and
The J ournal of International Law have yet to
finalize selection procedures, both journals
will select members on the basis of writing
samples. Applicants have the option of submitting either the law review writing competition now or their case club open brief. Diane
Bonina, Editor-in-Chiefof J.L.R., anticipates
that final procedures will be determined in
three to four weeks. Applications for J .I.L.

will be mndc nvrulable in first-year pendaflexcs, with applicants to demonstrate the::
interest in mtemationallaw as well as an_
sit.'Tlificnnt coursework or experience. Ju.mo:
staff member duties include research a::c.
writing of notes and proofreading and or.echccking notes and authors' articles. Repr.:s£'nlntives will be visiting first-year sectloJ:s
within the nPxt few weeks t.o discuss detruls or
the selection process.
A memo outlining staff selection procedures for law review is currently available c;;
reserve in the Law Library.

Simon Sez
continued from page ONE
such housmg.
As for his severe underdog status, Si.mt>•
ruefully joked, "' have a great voting re<v.:
for the people of this country, but it's no: i.
great record for getting campaign conmlr.:tJons." But Simon was nevertheless optim:..¥
tic: •If I can carry New York, we're in the baJ
game in a major way.''
Responding to a student's question abo:r.
the deficit, Simon said he has released a Hpnge paper outlining his plan to balance tbE
federal budget by his third fiscal year. No!i=f
that interest on the national debt is now W
fastest growing item in the federal budg<':.
Simon advocated reducing Pentagon spending by 6·7 percent, a plan which coulci l<
executed "without impairing the defense
this country one iota."
Second, Simon said he would cut :U
trade defic1tin halfin twoyears - throug;2
devalued dollar - which would cut une:::
ployment 1.5 percent. And third, Simon
he would lower interest rates, which \\,m~
save billions in interest on the debt. AC:::::
ting his willingness t{) raise taxes •as a ;as
resort," Simon declared, •I am committl'd "
stop borrowing from our children and gra:.:
children."
Simon, now trailing in the four·~
Democratic race, closed with a call to greate
idealism: "What limits this C{)unttyis nototr
shortage of talent, but our shortage !
dreams.''
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Why I Went To Law School
By Pam Heatlie
~Why did you go to law school?" I cannot
ell you how many times I have been asked
this question. I didn't know anything about
law school before I got here, so how was I to
know that I needed a reason for being here?
The Law is always such a complicated endeavor.
Law students aren't even safe in the
sanctity of an interview. Why does the interviewer always ask your motive for going to
aw school? Why does he/she assume that the
student has one? I didn't, but soon realized
that I needed one.
If I said something like "I want to help
people," or "It's a highly satisfying and chalenging career," I could see the interviewer's
yes glaze over. In place of the dark pupils I
would ~?ee a semi-nude man strilting a big
gong. Instead ofhearing a loud bong, I simply
heard a ding.
I've also tried "All of my friends were
doing it," "'t seemed like a good idea at the
time," and "'t seemed better than loolti ng for
a job; but to no avail. I simply had to come up
with a reason. However, I refused to lie.
Needless to say, my options were limited.
Well, to make a long story longer, I finally
came up with a real justification of my desire
(hah!) to be in law school. I came here to learn
how to write the perfect letter of complaint.
You might think that this is silly, but it works.
Think about it. What does a good complaint
letter do? It confuses, threatens, intimidates,
gets the desired response, is obnoxious and
$ave all, is memorable.
In law school, we've been subjected to the
perfect training to write such letters. To write
a really good one, you need to be frustrated
and have good examples from which to work.
I have read more confusing stuff since I've
een here than I thought existed in the world.
Get a load of this one:
"Are Article 2a of Regulation (EEC) No
74/71 of the Council and Article 11(2) of
egulation (EEC) No 1380175 of the Commision to be interpreted as meaning that if the
ourt of Justice has not yet ruled on the
lassification of a product in the Common
ustoms Tariff, the exporting Member State
s wholly bound by the opinion of the import-

· Member State as notified
·
·
mg
to the exportmg
a bl e r-.tuture.
Member State as regards the determining of
the monetary compensa't ory amount to be
paid by that State in respect of the import of Very truly yours,
the product concerned into the importing
Member State so that if, pursuant to that X's flunky
opinion on the basis of the composition of the
d t d ·t 1 ·fi t' · th C
Th
f
d 1 Th
.
pro uc aTn l·trs c ass! ca :_n In e om:on vowel! ~:;~~:yn:wowuolrd asdm.I'reethi~srulnetteperr.
Customs an ' no mone ry compensa ry
amount or a lower monetary amount than I was threatened, intimidated (believe me, I'll
that paid in respect of the export were pay- never write to Goodyear again) and felt like a

able, the exporting Member State is accordingly obliged to pay no monetary com pen satory amount in respect of the import of that
product into the importi ng Member State or
to pay a lower monetary compensatory
amount; or Are the Community provision to
be interpreted as meaning that the exporting
Member State alone also decides as to the
grant of monetary compensatory amounts in
respect of import into another Member State
as regards the payment and fixing of the
amounts to be paid?"
Pretty confusing, huh? I read this 4 112
times (which is 4 times more than I usually
read things) and was still confused. The
beauty of the passage is that you know that
the idea it contains is simple, yet it's obliterated by the sheer number of words and
clauses.
·
The lawyer that wrote this went to law
school in Yurrup. He/She is probably such a
good legal writer because he/she was. never
subjected to Mary White's case club assignments such as "Plain English for Lawyers." I
only hope that I can overcome the brainwashingofthe You.Ess.Ay. law schools and become
as good at legalese as the above attorney.
Now you're probably wondering where
we've seen the obnoxious stuff. Well, here's
the best example I could find. It's something
that every law student has seen, but perhaps
not of this quality.
Dear Ms. Heatlie,
This is in r esponse to your recent letter to X
inquiring about a position with our Company.
Goodyear has not in the past taken on summer interns, not does it plan to in the foresee-

big jerk (I really wanted this job. Why is the
subject of another column. I wrote such a good
Jetter begging for a job and look at the response I got!). And above all, this letter was
memorable. This letter is perfect. I· can't
imagine a better one, unless it also managed
to confuse.
Since I said that I wouldn't lie about my
reason for attending law school I have been
writing many letters of complaint. You know,
it's always good to have a writing sample to
prove your point.
I complained · about opening a can of
Campbell's Chicken Noodle to find Cream of
Mushroom. I got $1.50 in coupons in return.
I complained about not receiving proper acknowledgementfora creditcardpayment(my
famous line being "Give me credit where
credit is due") and got my adjustment.
Ioncewroteafirmcomplainingthatthey
had improperly dinged me (they dinged me as
a third year, of all the nerve). I think I'm
gettingareputationastheFatalAttractionof
interviewing. I won't let 'em go until they end
it once and for all in the most final of ways.
This is the k.ind of complaint letter that takes
themostchutzpah (especiallyifyou use words
like egregious ana erroneous), but brings the
most joy.
Whence commeth this great idea? Many
moons ago, I had Clrdered a cannister set. I
never got it. I wrvte a few times, but to no
avail. I managed to keep my cool until one
night I just couldn't take it anymore (the best
letters are written when one is extremely
frustrated. I suggest writing them after
studying all day. This allows one to harmlessly project all of one's anger towards The
Law into to the letter.) Here is my crowning
glory:

To whom it may concern'
In April1987 I saw an ad for an attractive
canister set featuring old style Delmonte
labels. In my endeavor to acquire said canister set, I ate 20 cans of that which I never eat:
disgusting, vile, Delmonte canned food.
And to what effect did 1 eat the inedible
and send a check, which was subsequently
cashed, for $7.98? None. I did not receive my
canister set. What I did receive was a card

that begged my patience and confirmed a
delivery date of June 28, 1987. The address
label was as such:
335640090 42 4
Pamela Heatlie
188 Litigation Way
Sueyou, RG 00000
You have me at your mercy. You cashed
my check, yet never sent the goods. What am
I to do? Take legal action? Such a notion may
prompt you to laugh, but laugh not.
Misrepresentation and fraud on the behalf of a large corporation makes for a wonderful jury trial. Imagine how wonderful it
would be if I could find other unfortunates
such as I, who were raped of$7 .98 and forced
to eat 20 cans of the aforementioned product
only to be humiliated by not receiving their
due. What would be the end result? A very
nice class action suit. Just the thi ng to
brighten the winter of any attorney.
Do you get the picture? You have enraged
me beyond belief by stalling my shipment.
Please do not claim that this is the first time
I have contacted you concerning this gross
oversight on your behalf. I have sent repeated
letters, but to no avail.
I am a ware that this letter is not going to
the Delmonte Corp, but its hired hand, Promotion Fulilllment Corp. Consider yourself
on notice that if I do not hear from you within
3 weeks, I will contact the Better Business
Bureau and as many Departments of Commerce as possible concerning your questionable business practices.
Please do not be lulled into inactivity by
the fact that I am only one person. So is Ralph
Nader.

see WHY, page THREE

Professor Shares Thoughts with RG
con t inued from page EIGHT
clence teachers are a little sk.ittish about,
because it raises such enormously difficult
issues, and raises emotions to such a high
Pitth. I did approximately three-and-a-half
'hours on it, because I think it's such a tremen~usly important issue. It's one of the few
a.reas where the law of evidence raises issues
Of real social significance, and raises real
Conflicting crucial interests. So I spent a lot of
time on it. I tried to be as sensitive as I could.
The note went up after the first day of
class accusing me of gross insensitivity and
i~SDorance. If you tell me I'm ignorant, I'm
"'illing to accept that. I'm ignorant about
ll:lostthings in the world; but I'd rather be told
~ow f'm ignorant, than just be castigated for
'l. t . And insensitivity? Boy, oh boy, I tried to
be very sensitive and to present all views, and
<:Ertainlytoopen it up toall views. I think it's
a. very difficul t area. I made very clear that I
<:lon't think there's any debate now about the
fact that there should be rape shield laws. I

don't think anybody thinks the old-fashioned
law on this, that a woman's sexual history is
fair game, without restriction-! don't think
anybody wants to return to that. It's just a
question of where you draw the line in particular cases, and how you draw the line. I
was doing what I think is my job, making sure
that all sides of this are aired. I still don't
know what the alleged insensitivity was, or
the alleged ignorance. I said, 'please come
talk to me'-which I can understand some
people might not want to do-'or drop me an
anonymous note.'
Q. And no one has?
A. No one has. One student in the past who
criticized me strongly to my face got an A+, so
it didn't hurt him. But I can understand
somebody being hesitant about it....I don't
know what the insensitivity was. I certainly
did not simply adopt one line or another on
this-! was trying to present the complexities
there.
I would be happy to talk to anybody about

it. I would be happy to receive an anonymous
letter abo uti t ifsomebody doesn't want to talk
to me about it. I would be happy to talk to
somebody after the grades are in.
Q. There was a similar uproar last year over
an exam question given by Professor Weston.
A. I heard about that only after I gave my
exam ...With my question, every bit of graphicness that I put in was taken from the psychologist, who said that 'this is the type of
indication that we look for, that we often find;
it's not necessarily conclusive, but helps.'
Now, if you're going to talk about it, you wind
up getting to scars in the hymen, the shape of
the scars, and compulsive masturbation, and
all these things. A course in Evidence is
bound to get grubby. And I wouldn't want to
feel that I should be teaching a sanitized
course. Because then there'd be a complaint
against me, a very valid complaint, 'you're
sanitizing the course, which isn't right.'
Q. Is there anything else you'd like to talk
about, that I haven't asked?

A. You've managed to hit on the few things
that have disturbed me during the year, and
which students have had complaints about
me. Overall, this has been ajoyousexperience
for me. One reason, of course, is that it was
very nice getting an offer from the faculty.
Overall, it's been tremendous fun. It's been
fun teaching, it's been fun playing on the
ballfield...
Q. Will you continue to do that now that
you're officially on the faculty?
A. Sure. If they still want me to hit -1 didn't
hit so well, but I played a good first base. I
enjoyed the first two rounds of the tennis
tournament; I didn't enjoy the third so much,
because I got walloped .... Towards the end of
last tenn I think the whole preparation thing
was getting a little grati ng. I'll probably
moderate and they'll probably understand
better, and maybe we can relieve the whole
situatiorr a little bit. But overall, it's been a
tremendous experience.

T he Res Gestae-!lfareh SO,
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Taggart Hangs On to Share of Lead
Exclusive to the Re1 Gellae
Week 2 of the RG's NCAA Basketball
Tournament Contest (huh?) is completed.
The logjam at 51 and50hasbeenbroken ...and
replaced by a plethora of participants be·
tween 92 and 80. Keeping himself in a tie for
the lead for the second big week in a row is 3L
Brent Taggar t, who Jogged in 41 points last
week for a total of92. Sharing the lead with
Taggart is upperclassman Fernando Berrego.
Berrego posted 45 ·points to vault past the
crowd at 50 and assume the lead. Berrego,
however, is crippled with Purdue as his national champ. Taggart's big gun is the #2
Arizona Wildcats.
Just one point off the pace are 1L Tracy
Daw, 2L Jaime Kimmel, 3L Cathy Cimpl and
?L Mark Wood at 91 points. Two points back
are 2L John Phillips and 3L Michael Born. A
host of others litter the path from 80 to 89.
(See Box)
2L Mark Morton currently sits back at 80
points. But Morton has one big ace in the hole:
he is theonlycontestanttopick Kansas to win
ita!I. AJayhawks romp would lead to victory
for this former Spartan.

The popular choice of those in the lead is
Arizona. Twenty-three challengers staked
their claims on Lute Olsen's team. Less favored by those in the running is Duke. The
Blue Devils have only five people backing
them togo all the way. Jaime Kimmel will run
away with the title if this North Carolina
team can overcome. Fourteen players took
Oklahoma to win it all or win thei r first game
in the final four. Included here are Daw,
Cimpl and Wood. Many people here also
suffer from a blown boilennaker. They could
probably use a liquid replacement about now.
As could most members of the RG staff.
The board of "experts" currently is led by
Jocko "Call Me Jimi" Knappmann at 80
points. Reid Rozen has taken to snoozing
after his Vanderbilt victories and checked out
of the tournament at 62. Vince Hess, after a
solid first round, fell back 76. Out of respect
for Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and John Panourgias, we will make no public comment about
their entries. (And for a small fee, we will
destroy all copies. Destroying the original
will require a very large fee.)

Kansas City Here I Come
Or so these people think. Here are the points leaders as of this moment in the time-space p:a
92 Points
92
91 Points
91
"
91
91
90 Points

Brent Taggart
Fernando Berrego
Cathy Cimpl
Tracy Daw
Jaime Kimmel
Mark Wood
Michael Born
John Phillips
Doug Cherry
Harold Burroughs
David Kaufman
Ellen November
Julie Stutz
Bob Richards
Steve Ruskin
Vic Pappalando
Don Plum
Dan Sheridan
S usan Thomas
Matt Anderson
Lois Wagman
Joe Bermurdez
Jeff Moran

9l!

89 Points
88 Points
88
"
88
"
88
87 Points
87
87
"
86 Points
•
86
86
"
85 Points
84 Poi nts
84
84

Uncle Charlie's Corner
In response to the positive
response we received on our
mammoth baseball trivia challenge and the rapidly approaching opening day, the RG
is happy to announce a regular
trivia column. We hope you all
enjoy it, and participate in it.
We want your favorite baseball
trivia question to run in this
corner. All submissions that
are printed will be credited.
Please included the source of
your question.
In response to the negative
response we received to our
earlier trivia quiz, we would

like to offer our sincere apologies to the entire law school
community. We can see that
this rating was offensive and
regret printing it. We offer this
new rating as what we are sure
is reflective of the fun trivia
should be:
5 points
Hall of Farner
4 points All Star
3 points
Team Stopper
2 points
Valuable Platoon
Player
1 point
Clutch Pinch-hitter
no score
Need more minor
league experience
We hope you enjoy Uncle

Charlie's Corner. Play Ball!
QUESTIONS
1. Who is the first man in baseball history to steal100 bases in
three consecutive seasons?
2. How many perfect innings
did Harvey Haddix throw in his
famous no-hit duel?
3. What is the record for most
RBis in one 9 inning game?
4. Who threw the only no-hitter
last year in the majors?
5. Jose Rijo of the Cincinnati
Reds ·wants to wear number 27
in honor of his father-n-law.
Who is Jose's relative and who

currently wears number 27?

ANSWERS
1. Vince Coleman, St. Loui
Cardinals (1985-87)
2. 12
3. 12
4. Juan Nieves
5. Jose's in-law is Giant
great Juan Marichal. The
current owner of #27 is Mr.
Red, the team trademark.

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer
How to take a deposition
Suspects say the darnedest
~hings
~ deputy district attorney asked several robbery victims to

tudy a lineup of five people. He had place the suspect in the
!niddle, and had told each man to step forward saying, "Give
tne all your money-and 1 need some change in quarters and
~imes." The first two did repeated the phrase verbatim. Then
he third fellow broke the case open. "That isn't what I said,"
e objected.

Readers' Digest, January 1988

Q: Mrs. Jones, is your appearance this mornjng pursuant to
a deposition notice which I sent to your attorney?
A: No. This is how I dress when I go to work....
Q: And lastly, Mrs. Jones, all your responses must be oral.
O.K? What school do you go to?
A: Oral.
Q: How old are you?
A: Oral. ...
Q: Now I'm going to show you what has been marked as State's
Exhibit No.2 and ask you if you recognize that picture?
A: Jane Jones.
Q: That's you?
A: Yes, sir.

Q: And you were present when that picture was taken, right?

At least he didn't pick his nose.
After a split jury was unable to reach a verdict in the ra~
case against his client, a :-lew York attorney decided the rea
offender was the judge.
Throughout the trial, the attorney alleged that the judt:"
snacked on pistachios or peanuts, stuck tape to his foreh::.
and peeled it off, and cleaned his ear with a toothpick.
"It was not a toothpick," the judge protested. "Let's get t!l
record straight; it's a paper clip. My wife has hollered ac-::
It's a habit I have have for more than forty years."

Student Lawyer, December
1987

. ..
Florida, Bar Jo,upnal, ·October,, 1986· ... - .
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